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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses a method for signal dependent timefrequency tiling of musical signals with respect to onsets and
offsets of partials. The method is based on multi-level constant Q
transforms where the calculation of bins in the higher levels of
the transforms depend on the input signal content. The transform
utilizes the signal energy in the subbands to determine whether
the higher Q bins in the next level, that correspond roughly to the
same frequency band in that level, will be calculated or not. At
each higher level, the frequency resolution is increased by
doubling the number of bins only for which there is significant
energy in the previous level. The Q is adjusted accordingly for
each level and is held constant within a level. Processing starts
with a low Q that provides good time resolution and proceeds
with higher levels until the desired maximum frequency
resolution is achieved. The advantages of this method are twofold: First, the time resolution depends on the spacing of the
frequency components in the input signal, potentially leading to
reduced time smearing, and second, although signal dependent,
the conditional calculation of higher Q levels of the transform has
a direct consequence of reducing the number of operations in
calculating the final spectrum for regular harmonic monophonic
sounds. Partial tracking is performed using conventional peak
picking and a birth-death strategy of frequency tracks. Testing is
being carried out by resynthesizing the input sound from the
extracted parameters using a sum of sinusoids with cubic
interpolation for phase unwrapping between frames.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Audio compression, pitch or time modification, timbre
classification/recognition and automatic transcription are some of
the areas that constitute the motivation for musical signal
analysis. The characteristics pertaining to the class of signals
under scrutiny dictate the method of analysis to be performed.
With resynthesis as an aim, effective methods are known that
extract various components from the input signal and regenerate
the sound from these components. For musical sounds that have
definite pitch, a trivial attempt is to extract the sinusoidal
parameters from the input signal. For example, the sound is
modeled as a sum of sinusoids in Sinusoidal Modeling Synthesis
(SMS) [1] and the information that is not captured by the
sinusoids is conveyed by the residual part. An account of
sinusoidal modeling and a comparison with other methods has
been given in [2].
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The possibility of incorporation of a constant Q approach into the
sinusoidal modeling context is discussed in this paper. Although
the constant Q transform is not as computationally efficient as the
Fast Fourier Transform it has certain characteristics that are
suitable for musical signals. It provides higher frequency
resolution in the lower frequency portion and lower resolution at
higher frequencies.
As with most fixed window size methods instead of implementing
a fixed compromise between the frequency and time resolutions,
it is possible to obtain a signal dependent resolution
determination scheme that has a hierarchical nature. The
hierarchical constant Q transform presented below virtually
consists of layers of constant Q transforms with progressively
increasing levels of Q and bin density at each level.
2.

THE TRANSFORM

The constant Q transform used in this implementation is based on
[3]. One of the things different from the original formulation is
that here all bins of the transform have been aligned to the center
time sample. The output of the transform in level d, bin kd, is
represented by Xd[kd,y]. All analysis windows are centered
around time sample y which corresponds to the frame time of the
transform.
The processing for a fixed value of y starts with a low Q (level 0)
that provides good time resolution and proceeds with higher
levels until the predetermined maximum frequency resolution is
achieved at level dmax.
The calculation of each higher level is conditional to the signal
energy content in the corresponding bins in the level below it. As
the number of bins is doubled at each level, two bins are
calculated in level d+1 for one bin in level d. This condition can
be written as:
if

X d [k d , y ] > σ
evaluate X d +1 [2k d , y ] and X d +1 [2k d + 1, y ]

in which the k indices in each level range from 0 to max(kd) and
max(kd+1)= 2max(kd)+1.
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Calculation of the complete input signal is carried out by hopping
the transform a fixed number of time samples and repeating the
above procedure.
The amplitude, frequency and phase for each peak in the
spectrum are then calculated. Currently the precise frequency is
determined by looking at the phase changes of two transforms
that are one-sample apart [4]. Due to the reason that all bins are
centered around a single reference time sample and that the
analysis windows have different lengths, the directly calculated
phases lack a common reference. Accordingly, the phases for all
bins are adjusted to reflect a value with respect to the center
sample, enabling the method of frame based cubic interpolation
for phase unwrapping to be applied [5]. The peak trajectories are
determined using the conventional birth-death strategy of
frequency tracks [1][5].

frequency components. Higher resolution inevitably implies
longer filter lengths. The drawback of this feature, however, is
that the time smearing of especially the lower frequency
components becomes significant. This in turn, results in slow and
premature buildup of those components in the resynthesized
signal leading to pre-echo. The hierarchical constant Q transform
presented here uses bandlimited energy information in frequency
bands that become progressively smaller in order to obtain the
best time resolution possible for that signal. This difference is
demonstrated in figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows the spectrum of a
single constant Q transform with bin spacing 24 bins per octave.
Figure 2 shows the spectrum for the same input using the
hierarchical constant Q transform. The time smearing can be seen
to have improved in the hierarchical case. The arrows indicate the
actual onset time.
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Figure 3. The input signal : flute C5 sound.

Figure 1. The output of a single constant Q transform of
a piano C3 sound.
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Figure 4. The resynthesized signal.

Figure 2. The output of the hierarchical constant Q transform of
a piano C3 sound.

3.

RESULTS

The constant Q transform as defined by Brown [3] can have high
resolution at low frequencies that may help resolve closely spaced
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5.

1

CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 5. The residual

The overall resynthesis is demonstrated using the first second of a
flute playing C5. The input waveform is shown in Figure 3. The
synthesized signal from the extracted sinusoidal parameters can
be seen in Figure 4. The corresponding residual is shown in
Figure 5.
4.

DISCUSSION

The effect of the conditional calculation on the time required to
calculate the transform is more pronounced when the lower bins
need not be calculated. Therefore, the frequency of the lowest
partial in the input signal plays an important role in determining
the time needed for calculation of the transform. The time spent
for the calculation of the higher frequency bins are almost
insignificant when compared to the lower frequency bins. For
example, considering a 24 bin per octave spacing, the analysis
window length for a bin at 110 Hz. is 310 mseconds as opposed
to one at 1975 Hz. which is 17 mseconds.
The frequency spacing of the input signal plays an important role
in the onset and offset time resolution obtained. More
specifically, the larger the frequency spacing of a partial the
better the time resolution with respect to onset and offset.
The tiling obtained with the hierarchical constant Q transform is
conditioned through the energy in the bins in lower levels. That is
to say, the amplitude, frequency and phase are all calculated in
the highest level. Therefore, the Q is constant for all bins that are
used to extract the sinusoidal parameters and is independent from
the frequency spacing of the input signal. On account of this, the
effect of the tiling is more pronounced with respect to onset and
offset of the partial and does not address the adaptation to
tracking of fast frequency changes. To track faster frequency
changes, the resolution of the transform needs to be decreased.

The presented work in this article outlines a method to achieve
signal dependent spectral calculation for partial tracking in
musical signals. Although, the implementation has been
presented using multi-level constant Q transforms, the approach
is generic and can be applied to filterbanks that have arbitrary Q
and center frequency spacing and also those that have been
tailored for signals with known partial trajectories. The
hierarchical constant Q transform presented here provides
improved time resolution when compared to a single fixedresolution transform with similar capabilities. The use of the
method may also lead to a considerable amount of economy in
computation time, which is of course dependent on the
periodicity of the input signal and the sparsity of the peaks in its
spectrum.
6.
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The selection of the threshold, σ, determines the amount of
spectral detail obtained from the transform. If the threshold is
chosen to be too low then the hierarchical transform degenerates
to a regular transform. On the other hand if it is chosen to be
higher than necessary the consequence will be loss of dynamic
range and abrupt onset and offset characteristics in the
resynthesized signal.
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